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1

For many coastal nations in Indian Ocean (IO), tuna fishery is considered one of the main pillars of economic development,
providing large foreign revenues and jobs whilst ensuring food security. The Indian Ocean is a productive marine space for
tuna and has long been considered one of the last frontiers for tuna fisheries. In the IO region, tuna is harvested by fishers
of the coastal nations but also by foreign countries, including European and Asian.
In a global context where a blue economy is promoted and where economic growth and sustainable use of resources are
fostered as jointly achievable (Llewellyn et al. 2016), tuna fisheries in the IO are an illustration of the paradox that blue
economy presents for renewable resources. As propelled by Winder and Le Heron (2015), we attempt to pinpoint “the
political challenges of dealing with ocean space” (p.5) by unravelling the politics of accumulation and access to tuna
resources in the IO.
Using insights from political ecology through concepts of co-production (Jasanoff 2006, Robbins 2012) and geopolitical
ecology (Bigger and Neimark 2017), we produced narratives that constitute the paradox of sustainable tuna fisheries and
highlight the power relations that make this paradox persistent in the IO region. To this end, we analysed policy documents,
countries’ fisheries reports and fishing data from the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission, in the past five years. We coupled
those with semi-structured interviews with key actors.
We present a sustainability narrative within which the idea of fishing within ecological limits is embraced by governments in
their public policy and by industrial fishers in their public discourse. This, however, co-exists with a second narrative of
accumulation and growth within which the realities of access struggles and capital accumulation prevail. We showed that,
while stakeholders have co-produced a strong discourse of sustainable tuna fisheries, when measures towards ecological
preservation are to be taken, geopolitics of access to the sea and tuna enter the stage and change the position and
discourse of the same actors. We emphasise the difficult and nearly impossible path of practicing sustainability in the
current growth-driven tuna fisheries. We support the idea of repoliticizing the practice of sustainability (Asara et al. 2015)
especially in tuna fisheries, through the questioning of what we see in tuna fisheries: a soon-to-be hegemonic narrative of
sustainability without socio-ecological transformations.
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22.2
The (im)possibility of creating a national park with a bottom-up process
Backhaus, N.
Human Geography Unit, Department of Geography, University of Zurich, Winterthurerstr. 190, CH-8057 Zurich, Switzerland

Although Switzerland has the oldest national park of the Alps (founded 1914), two recent attempts to create a second
national park failed. Both Parc Adula and Parco Locarnese were voted against in municipal referenda in 2016 and 2018.
Although in total yes and no votes were in both cases almost equal (with a small majority of no-votes), the result was clear
since each municipality was counted separately. Swiss legislation asks for a bottom-up process for creating a new
(national) park, a process that has no equivalent at least in Europe even though the principle of local support has been
identified as key prerequisite in conservation theory (cf Brockington 2004). Is it then generally impossible to create a
national park in a bottom-up process and should we therefore question or even abolish this prerequisite in favor of nature
conservation as Holmes (2013) suggests? Based on a recent study (Backhaus et al. forthcoming), in which we analyzed
the reasons for the no-vote in Parc Adula, we try to answer these questions. Our results indicate that there is no simple
answer and that the problem starts with different notions of what nature conservation is for. We, moreover, identified the
following conflict areas, through which the conservation discourse was shaped: nature/biodiversity protection vs. regional
development, lowland/outside vs. highland/inside, and people’s identification with a new region. We will conclude the
presentation with recommendations and a discussion of the feasibility of creating national parks in a bottom-up process.
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Amaranth is a nutritious pseudo-cereal whose cultivation dates back to 5000 BC in Mexico (Russell, 2015). Since the
2000s it has gained worldwide attention as a “superfood” and a “superweed”. Today, farmers in 37 states of the USA as
well as in Brazil, and Argentina1 are « fighting » to eradicate superweed amaranth, with the help of weed scientists and
agro-chemical industry, whereas farmers in Mexico are planting and “safeguarding” superfood amaranth with the help of
agronomists and non-profit organisations.
Following a political agronomy approach (Sumberg et al., 2014), we posit that understanding such different representations
of the plant and the associated institutional arrangements and practices requires to examine the discourses that legitimate
them. We define “discourse” as “a way of construing aspects of the world associated with particular social perspective”
(Fairclough, 2013, p. 179) that is to be analysed critically. This first implies highlighting “framing” processes that “set the
stage” (Sumberg et al., 2013, p. 77) for the production of discourses. Framing consist in the “selecting, emphasizing and
organising aspects of complex issues” (Daviter, 2007, p. 654) according to specific frames, i.e. “overriding evaluative or
analytical criterion” (Daviter, 2007, p. 654). The latter are not neutral but embedded in social norms (Butler, 2007) and
performative. Indeed, when frames are used within discourses, they become “obligatory passage points” (Callon, 1985).
Although not focusing especially on amaranth, scholars have critically assessed framing processes in superweed discourse
and showed how framings varied according to ideological positions on GMO (Bain et al., 2017). Superfood discourse is
based on series of problem framings in various fields ranging from nutrition to agro-biodiversity conservation that have yet
been assessed separately (Breeze, 2017; McDonell, 2015).
Here we propose to examine framing processes in both superweed and superfood discourses on amaranth and expand the
analysis to the language and rhetoric choices within those discourses. We first focus on the use of narratives also known
as storytelling techniques (Salmon, 2007) whose effect of creating sense of authenticity for the reader (Boltanski and
Chiapello, 2005) is well known. Secondly, we consider the discursive construction of promises. The latter are based on
social imaginaries and former framings of consensual global problems that are to be solved. STS scholars have shown how
promises of brighter futures or impeding disasters have been used to legitimize and gain acceptance for technological
innovation (Audétat, 2015; Joly, 2013). Finally we examine the use of metaphorical language whose effect of “raising the
emotional temperature”(Breeze, 2017, p. 71) and is also documented.
We also posit that the choice of amaranth makes it possible to jointly analyze the discourses on super foods and super
weeds, and thus to depict thoroughly the discursive construction of underlying categories and their political nature beyond
scientific evidence.
We therefore collected scientific reports and papers, policy briefs, press-releases, professional and non-professional
magazines’ and newspapers’ articles, as well as websites and blog articles related to pre-identified superweed and
superfood amaranth discourses. Following a purposive sampling approach, we used keywords in general web engine and
then referred to our own judgement to select relevant contributions. We then manually coded the collected ‘texts’ based on
a grounded theory approach.
As a result, we show that superweed discourse is filled with metaphors denigrating amaranth belonging to six registers
(aggressivity, wickedness, evil, monstrosity, unsightly character and contamination), that are used by scientists and medias
indifferently from their ideological position on GMO. Stories of American farmers “fighting” amaranth are also told. Negative
promises, such as unmanageable contamination or economic collapse shape a future that no one would wish for, thus
legitimizing immediate action. Superfood discourse uses metaphors from registers that almost perfectly mirror those on
superweeds, i.e. tolerance, gift, cure/panacea and aesthetics. In terms of narratives, stories are built on the ancient Inca/
Maya uses of amaranth and the rediscovery by contemporary farmers of their cultural heritage. Promises to overcome
health problems, hunger, food insecurity, biodiversity erosion, and the loss of cultural heritage are drawing normative
visions of future that no one wants to oppose.
Finally, two alternative discourses emerge that we called “decolonising superweed” and “decolonising superfood based on
set of metaphors partly common with those of the superweed and superfood discourses, but which draw on different
framings of “the problem”, and consequently give rise to different narratives and promises.
1 http://weedscience.org/Summary/Species.aspx, consulted on the 01.08.2018
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Metaphors, narratives and promises empower the discourses and the framing and priorities that underlie them, as well as
the legitimate solutions they lead to, and the policy instruments and institutional arrangements through which they are
implemented at different scales. Our purpose here is to explore the performative power of these rhetoric devices applies to
amaranth discourses.
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Fleeing their country because of their homosexuality or bisexuality, some migrants apply for asylum in France on the
grounds of their sexual orientation. These migrations, motivated and shaped by sexuality, illustrate how the intimate and the
global can be linked. Following feminist geographies framework, inviting to pay attention to multiple spaces and scales in
the understanding of a gendered geography of power (Pessar & Mahler 2003), this intervention aims to analyse sexualized
geographies of power in queer refugees lives. It relies on a one-year-long ethnographic work, based on a participant
observation within an association that supports queer asylum seekers and refugees, combined with semi-structured
interviews. First, focus is put on the scale of the State and how it establishes sexual borders. In a context of suspicion,
asylum seekers have to prove their sexuality, revealing borders as “confrontational moment in which we must declare
ourselves and in which others exercise power to identify” (Mountz & Hyndman 2006). The paradoxical expectation of a
constructed authenticity (Giametta 2017) and the impacts of this asylum procedure on migrants’ subjectivities and everyday
lives need to be emphasized. Secondly, relations across transnational spaces may lead these migrants to face forms of
transnational heteronormativity, thus echoing the works showing that there is nothing inherently emancipatory in
transnationalism (Pratt & Yeoh 2003). However, their agency allows us to think migrations as tensions (Schmoll 2017)
rather than with binaries categories. Sexuality becomes a category regulating border crossing but also a dimension of
social location (Pessar & Mahler 2003) of individuals they have to negotiate with transnationnally, thus illustrating the key
role it plays in the stretching of intimacy in a global context.
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22.5
When and where is nature natural? Invasive alien species, colonisation,
and scientific denialism
Juliet J. Fall
Département de géographie et environnement, Université de Genève

Invasive exotic species (IES), or invasive alien species, are called many things, be they animals, plants, or fungi. For most
natural scientists, what distinguishes them from other species is that that they are identified with a distant location from the
place where their thriving, and apparently creating substantial environmental damage. This is not an everyday, well-known
category that has widespread vernacular recognition: it needs explaining, and relies on a belief that species belong is
particular places. Defining the category of ‘invasive species’ relies on rhetorical acts of category-building, part of what has
been called the classifying imagination (Ritvo 1997), born from a wide range of classificatory practices that emerged in the
18th and 19th century, and narrowed down further in the 20th century, relying on a precise sets of arguments to justify their
singularity as a collective. It is rooted in a belief that the effects of human agency in moving living species around are
unique, have consequences that are distinct from other causes of such movement, creating a metataxonomic category that
transcends the classificatory grid of biological nomenclature. By analysing recent scientific debates published within
scientific journals that mobilise terms such as colonisation and denialism that have long histories, I discuss how scientific
claims are grounded in unacknowledged but contentious ontologies of nature, strongly connected to individual professional
identities and fields of expertise. Unlike debates between social and natural scientists, such debates between experts
rooted in the life scientists have received less attention from social scientists. As anthropogenic climate change threatens
how we understand what changes might be considered as outside of human influence, i.e. what can still be considered
‘natural’ in the everyday use of the term, debating what is or is not ‘natural’ in exotic invasive species is particularly
poignant.
Key words: Invasive alien species; categories; scientific identities; colonisation.
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Following works on the intersection of neoliberalism and nature conservation, social scientists – notably political ecologists
– have recently explored ways in which the contemporary upscaling of biodiversity governance in Europe is “lapsing” with
de-politicization processes (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014). Using a large-scale protected area network project in Scandinavia
as a case study, this paper shows that if the de-politicization of conservation in Europe is indeed related to governance
arrangements, it is also conditioned and defined by particular conceptions of nature.
Drawing on earlier theoretical efforts (e.g. Büscher, Dressler & Fletcher, 2014), I propose a typology that allows to critically
address the variety and complexity of nature conceptions and their political implications in protected areas. In using
spectacular, liquid and derivative frames to examine stakeholder claims about the identification of environmental problems
and the way to solve them, I explore what political natures inform protected area networks and how they (de-)politicize, shape
and territorialize conservation discourses and practices.
First, I look at underlying values and beliefs that characterizes different conceptions of nature in my case study, such as the
contemporary faith in connections and megaprojects. Second, I analyze how these conceptions facilitate different strategic
uses, aiming at attracting extra funds or obtaining (sometimes undue) credit for particular actions.
I conclude that the combination of spectacular, liquid and derivative natures in large-scale protected area networks
corresponds to a form of fictitious conservation (Büscher, 2012) that contributes to de-politicization processes through an
inclusive and consensus-driven rhetoric.
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22.7
French State Of Emergency, Police Searches & Islamophobia: A
Coercive Rupture Of Intimate Spaces, Bodies and Subjectivities
Flora Hergon
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (EHESS), 54 boulevard Raspail 75006 Paris, France
(flora.hergon1@gmail.com)

According to the Ministry of the Interior, French authorities decreed 4469 police searches and 754 house arrests to counter
terrorism in France after Paris attacks between November 2015 and October 2017. Only 23 of these measures ended up in
the opening of formal investigations related to terrorism. While these procedures allowed the French State to perform its
reactivity against global terrorism, it impacted thousands of intimate spaces, mainly those of Muslim citizens. My work is
based on an analysis of interviews I conducted with Muslim subjects who have been searched or under house arrest
because they constituted “a threat for public order” while it turned out they had no relations with any terrorist group.
In the French context of laïcité, domestic space can constitute an intimate sanctuary for pious subjects who are not allowed
to visibly express their religion in secular public spaces (Asad 2006, Fernando 2013, Scott 2010). Through a violent control
of religious practices within domestic spaces, police searches actually disrupt the artificial secular separation between
private and public spheres. Searches not only materially devastate the intimate space but also the intimate subjectivity of
the families I interviewed. Their bodies, including children ones, keep experiencing the trauma of the search, which makes
them question their way of being as (too) visible non-White Muslim subjects. This work allows us to focus on a very local
and intimate scale that embodies and unveils some global power relations (Massey 1994). It can reveal how state
islamophobia and gendered racism against postcolonial subjects operate locally (Mohammed and Hajjat 2013).
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Brownfields, including former rail areas, are a central pillar of inner-city redevelopment and densification. Yet brownfield
redevelopment creates conflicts of interest. Private investors and city governments are tempted to realise large urban
developments, positioning themselves within an environment of increasing competition. Opposed to this are claims for
liveable cities and affordable housing. Redeveloping brownfields is a complex task full of uncertainty, where social factors
entangle with the materialty of urban space. In this presentation I examine how planners in the Neugasse Zürich rail
redevelopment project approach the complexity of an inner-city rail redevelopment. I structure my argument around two
main questions: first I am going to explore how planners deal with complexity in practice and second I provide a
conceptualisation of these practices. I adopt an analytical frame which joins a complexity perspective with the concept of
improvisation. Drawing on interviews, participant observation and document analysis, I show that the Neugasse project
embraces moments of improvisation; it is planned improvisation. Practically dealing with complexity requires planning for
improvisation. Planned improvisation is characterised by multidisciplinarity, dialogue and consensus-oriented planning,
attempts at bottom-up planning, and planning step-by-step. I identify two forms of improvisation, collaborative improvisation
at the level of the planning context and individual improvisation at the level of individuals. Neugasse shows that there is a
need to find new ways of planning which incorporate complexity and uncertainty. I propose that planning for improvisation is
one way of doing so.

22.9
When Business Interests Meet Racialized Desires:
Young Professionals’ Bodies in Global Shanghai
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1
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sociales, 48 boulevard Jourdan 75014 Paris, aurelia.ishitsuka@etu.unige.ch

Research has shown how global capitalism promotes modes of intimacy linked to specific labour flows, thereby producing
some bodies that ‘belong’ and others that are ‘out of place’. The predominance of white male bodies and heteronormative
expatriate family forms in corporate mobilities has long been a subject of exploration, but there has been less scrutiny of
the intimate configurations and bodies of highly skilled migrants who autonomously decide to relocate internationally at the
start of their careers. My ethnographic study aims to fill this gap by exploring two transnational sites patronized by mobile
young professionals in Shanghai: a coworking space and a nightlife zone. This paper focuses on the everyday bodily
encounters and affective ties that occur in the former. Drawing on six months of participant observation, it shows how
entrepreneurs’ bodies are worked upon to fit the management and dating ideal of a healthy, active and flexible body. It
further examines how, as bodies are read along racial and gendered histories, more or less desirable figures of business
and sexual partners emerge. By examining how racialized erotic desires align with desires of capitalist expansion, this
paper provides new insights on the politics of difference at play in the reproduction of capital on a global scale.
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22.10
The atmospheric (geo)politics of love and vigilance:
Affect and urban security in Brussels
Sunčana Laketa 1
1

Center for Governance and Culture in Europe, University of St Gallen, Unterer Graben 21, CH-9000 St Gallen
(suncana.laketa@unisg.ch)

This paper offers a spatio-emotional account of responses to terrorism in the city of Brussels following the attacks in 2016,
introducing the concept of affective urban atmosphere as a crucial level of experience through which terrorism and security
discourses operate, as well as through which they are transformed, negotiated and contested. Bridging a conceptual and
methodological gap between urban security studies, geographies of affect and emotions, and feminist geopolitics, I seek to
take account of the experiential mechanisms as relevant for questions of urban governance and affective life in situations of
violence, terrorism and geopolitical conflict. Specifically, I draw on my empirical work on the emerging practice of lockdown
and other more long-term security and governance technologies in Brussels in the context of an upsurge of more or less
coordinated acts of terrorism in Western European cities. The paper analyses how embodiment and affective life are
targeted through different urban governance and security practices in the city and how managing affective atmospheres
becomes the matter of politics. In particular, I analyse the way atmospheres of love and vigilance turn into regulatory
spheres within the militarization of cities in face of security challenges, uncovering the increasingly elusive ways terrorism
and security seep into people’s everyday lives.

22.11
The Urban as Political Terrain: Building Collaborative Urban Geography
in Everyday Southern City Life
Sophie Oldfield 1
1

African Centre for Cities, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, Cape Town, South Africa
(sophie.oldfield@uct.ac.za);
Urban Studies, University of Basel, Spalenvorstadt 2, CH-4051 Basel (sophie.oldfield@unibas.ch)

This paper explores collaborative forms of urban geography, immersed in the registers, inspirations and meanings of
everyday struggles and learning across the southern city. This approach brings together multiple voices, registers and
accounts, shaping urban theory in shared spaces across the city. In contexts of extreme urban inequality, this approach to
theory building and critique infuses the personal, political, and public struggles through which urban theory is generated,
expertise opened up, and solidarity and commitment built. Rooted in the political and physical realities of everyday southern
city life, the approach engages the urban as a political terrain.
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During the last two decades, a series of ‘western cities’ have adopted integrative and prospective urban agendas. This
paper explores the multiple ways in which ‘the city’ is enacted through devices. Empirically, it engages with the recent
emergence of three administrative programmes that inscribe the futurity of cities in contemporary instruments: Lisboa 2020,
SteP 2025 and Zurich Strategies 2035. These documents are not legally binding and complement traditionally existing
devices like public policies or land-use plans. They do, however, display a typical way of prescribing the city into an
epistemic object. The object-oriented methodology draws on ANT’s empirical ontology (Law and Lien 2013) to question the
changing dimensions, forums and formats of contemporary urban politics. To do so, this paper investigates how ‘urban
knowledge’ is not only generated within certain administrative confinements and/or professional circuits, but also explores
how non-human dispositions allow certain knowledge archetypes to locally configure urban professions and regimes. In
short, the respective agendas consolidate superlative strategies into open devices by actively influencing current
government logics to operate according to verified international paradigms. The paper then takes the notion of material
politics (Barry 2001, 2013) by advancing the inadequacy of material inscriptions if those are not aligned with democratic
issues claiming that the only versions of the city that matter need to align local concerns with international issues.
To conclude, a theoretical engagement with recent paradigmatic perspectives in urban research is made, mostly engaging
cities by exposing (material, affective) conditions, and argues to trace urban change via the lens of socio-technical
assemblages.
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22.13
The depoliticization of urban governance in Myanmar: insights from
sanitation planning in Mandalay
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Urban governance, and particularly the delivery of basic services, is still conceptualized and approached in mostly
technocratic terms by municipalities, multilateral donors and transnational development companies in the global South.
Sanitation, for instance, remains the realm of engineers and urban planners despite decades of evidence that conventional,
top-down, civil engineering approaches focusing on infrastructure have failed to deliver on their promise to provide safe and
equitable access to sanitation and to reduce environmental pollution. Against this background, this paper explores urban
sanitation planning in Mandalay, the second largest city of Myanmar. Here, the municipality, the Asian Development Bank
and a transnational consulting firm have embarked on a multi-million dollar sanitation improvement project following the
country’s recent political and economic opening. Drawing upon insights from Urban Political Ecology and the literatures on
sanitation planning in the Global South and on development cooperation in Myanmar, the paper first provides a politicized
reading of past and current socio-ecological injustices associated with sanitation in Mandalay. It further shows how the
project de-politicized these challenges and framed them in mere infrastructural terms, resulting in disillusionment and
implementation failures. The paper finally suggests that the Mandalay case hints at how urban governance is being
jeopardized by international cooperation projects in contemporary Myanmar.
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What travelling architecture types and urban development models do
Ola Söderström 1
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The materiality of cities is shaped by local socio-natural processes and also increasingly by translocal relations and flows.
My talk will discuss the latter. It will draw on previous work on how cities in the Global South are relationally constructed
(Söderström 2014) and on on-going comparative work studying the ‘smart city effect’ in India and South Africa. I will first
show how travelling architecture types shape the materiality of cities and provide affordances for new forms of urban
practices. I will then show how the smart city narrative has ben ‘rolled out’ in India and South Africa since 2000, how it
changes municipal agendas and affects the materiality (and immateriality) of cities in those two contexts. The general
argument running through my presentation will be that we need to provincialise our analysis of cities’ material dynamics if
we want to approach it with a truly global approach.
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In Switzerland there is two types of sheep flocks: small flocks composed of a unique breed whose sheep are pure-bred and
tall, with consistent fleeces, and larger flocks gathering a variety of sheep breeds, diverse fleeces, and fleshy sheep. Sheep
in Switzerland are largely bred in a dispersed manner by individual farmers. Knowledge practices associated with breeding
sheep, as it has developed in Switzerland, have tended to be associated with experiential knowledge of the animal
qualities, developed over many years of working with sheep within specific farming conditions, sheep shows and through
the activities of breed societies. In that respect, both types of flock reflect specific knowledge regarding the qualities of a
“good” sheep.
There is a culturally and commercially significant set of knowledge-practices associated in particular with breeding pedigree
sheep, based around breed societies and sheep shows. Pedigree breeding involves breeding ‘pure-bred’ sheep of a
particular breed, with the aim of ‘improving’ the breed and, in many cases, winning prizes at agricultural shows. But it is
also a commercial activity with pedigree animals being sold; prizewinning animals often achieve higher financial values
(Morris and Holloway 2009). Pedigree and breeds of sheep are based on the material and relational qualities of the
animals: a combination of appearance, performance, and maternal behaviour. They are certified by breed societies, which
are organizations promoting their particular breeds of sheep and attempting to guide the development of the breed in
particular directions. These societies record the genealogy of particular sheep, and work on the assumption that the mating
of animals of similar qualities will produce another similar animal. Visual assessment of pedigree sheep has become
ritualized in sheep scoring and shows, where animals are assessed according to formalized breed standards which tend to
focus on their phenotypic features, such as the fertility, the conformation and wool quality.
In breed standards, the materiality of sheep is at stake. Materiality refers to the stuff of the world, both animate and
inanimate, including the bodies, and is central to various forms of human experience and action (Castree et al. 2013).
Entangled in political economies, it is historically, culturally and socially constructed and transformed, and constitutes a
condition of the use of a resource (Bakker and Bridge 2006, Robbins 2012). When the materiality and its qualities play a
role in the social world and human struggles, they acquire a political dimension (Robbins 2012).
Indeed, the materiality of a “good” sheep is a contested field. Showing and judging animals acts to reproduce particular
institutionalized understandings of sheep qualities, and to have the effect, then, of encouraging the production of particular
features of animal body among breeders of specific breeds (Morris and Holloway 2009). But selecting animals is also
selecting breeders. In this context, knowledge regarding sheep materiality is being challenged by professional sheep
farmers, a term used to refer to breeding with the objective of supplying animals to the meat market. Sheep corresponding
to breed standards do not meet the requirements of the market, i.e. new consumers and retailers demand, which is centred
around the qualities of the prime cuts (legs, fillets, and chops). These sheep farmers thus develop their own selective
breeding to meet the expectations of their buyers and to assert their social identities as professional sheep farmers.
Moreover, the state is now promoting new ways of “knowing” the bodies of sheep. Through dedicated subsidies allocated to
breed societies, the state supports the development of new breeding values based on the carcasses’ qualities, and
develops the use of genetic markers to control rams’ pedigrees. These also represent distinctive ways of knowing and
evaluating sheep materiality.
Sheep breeding knowledge-practices are thus being reconfigured in relation to these various modes of knowing, evaluating
and transforming sheep materiality. These new knowledge-practices are negotiated by individual sheep farmers, breed
societies and the state, resulting in new knowledge communities and a shift in the location of power over decision-making
about breeding.
This presentation aims at exploring the role of sheep in the reconfiguration of power relations within the sheep farming
sector. Methods used are composed of: 1) a survey questionnaire of breeding, husbandry and marketing practices
distributed to sheep farmers, 2) interviews of actors involved in sheep farming and value chains, 3) and my experience
working as a shepherd during 2017 and 2018. By examining the materiality of sheep and sheep flocks through a political
ecology lens, I will present how sheep materiality imposes specific relations between sheep, sheep farmers, sheep breed
societies, processors, retailers, consumers and the state. These relations in turn reflect differing visions of what can stand
for an animal, for livestock farming and meat production sustainability.
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